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BEC ORD REVIEW 
By Ken Vermes 
Two new records- John Handy- Proj-
ections (CS 9689) and Savoy Brown-
Getting to the Point (London PAS 
71024). The Handy record is as re-
laxed and sharp as the picture of 
the leader on the cover. 
The sonority of Handy's alto with 
Michael White's violin is amazing 
and new. Handy is very unassuming 
yet has a strong talent for putting 
together a beautiful group sound. 
The outs on the record are varied, 
sour and sweet, encompassing trad-
itional as well as free forms. 
Savoy Brown is a-British blues group. 
Their music is much closer to the 
traditional blues than the work of 
white bluesmen in this country. They 
create an unadorned sound that is 
an outgrowth of the country and 
urban -black blues tradition in Amer-
ica·. The group 1 s relaxed, simplified 
blues conception is founded upon 
the vocals of Chris Youlden and the 
lead guitar of Kim Simmonds. The 
up-tempo instumentals on the album, 
The Incredible Gnome meets Jaxman 
and Getting to the Point, are strong 
and precise while Honey Bee is a 
beautiful rendition of the Muddy 
Waters• tune played by only guitar 
and bass. 
It would be somewhat false to listen 
to this record without a thought to 
the American black blues players 
who originated and still play the 
form, yet Savoy Brown's proficiency 
is impressive. 
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MORE TROUBLE 
by Phil Semas 
College Press ServicE 
Berkeley, Calif. (CPS)--Hoping to either win 
their demands of "close this place down,'' Univer· 
sity of California students have suspended their 
strike for a week of campus organizing. 
The strike, officially voted at a rally of about 
3000 people on Monday, was in effect only a day 
and a half. Tuesday night a meeting of about 500 
voted to suspend it until Nov. 6 in the hope of or-
ganizing a more effective strike. 
Estimates of the effectiveness of Monday's 
and Tuesday's strike varied. Most strike leaders 
estinti:t.ted that 25 to 30 percent of the campus' 
28, 000 students were staying away from classes, 
but checks by the Daily Californian and other 
newsmen indicated support was probably not great 
er than 10 percent. 
Rick Brown, the main spokesman for the stu-
dents, called the strike "fairly successful" and 
said it had given "unity and organization" to the 
movement which began over denial of credit for 
an experimental course in racism taught in part 
by Black Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver. 
Although they still want credit for the Cleaver 
Course, the striking students have expanded their 
demands. When they called the strike last week 
they demanded no university or court action a- ' 
gainst the 197 persons arrested in sit-ins in Sproul 
and Moses halls and the hiring of more members 
of minority groups by the university. 
Tuesday night, at the request of the Afro-
American Student Union, they added further de-
mands for the establishment of a black studies 
department by next fall, immediate funding and 
staffing for black studies curricula already de-
I I 
AT berkefey 
signed and proposed by the black students, and hir 
ing more non-white· professors, counselors and 
other staff members, including campus chancellors 
The "black students had remained aloof from their dissatisfaction with the university and the 
the student effort earlier. ~'This i s your univer- regents· 
sity and you (whites) are the ones who have to Charlie Palmer, president of the student bod' 
liberate it," explained bon Davis, a ::>pokesman and Konstantin Berlandt, editor of the Daily Ca~l.i: 
for the blacks. ''\Ve also know that getting credit fornian, announced Monday that they would fast 
for Eldridge Cleaver's course won't end university "until those in power in this state--in the politic a 
racism." But he added that black studen1s.would and educational systems--return to a discussion 
support the strike if the white students s'howed the) the issues of academic freedom and courses. WE 
were sincere in their opposition to racism by ad- will not accEf>b political statements as honest star 
opting the additional demands. Both said they decided to fast because they ha 
Support for the strike was even lower among "exhausted the regular channels of appeal" withm 
the faculty than among students. sttike leaders getl lg anywhere, and that they reject violence a~ 
had hoped that the American Federation of Teach- a tactic but feel they must take some action. / · 
ers would vote to go on strike. But the teaching a~ six other students ba ve joined them. 
sistants voted -Tuesday not to strike although they Other students were trying to go right to the 
did recommend that AFT members not cross stu- source of the problem. A group of law students 
dent picket lines. They will meet Nov. 6 to vote planned to go to Sacramento to try to see 1l>v. 
again on the strike. Ronald Reagan, who has refused them an appoint-
Carl Heiles, professor of astonomy, told a ment. And eight UC student body presidents. have 
rally Monday that as much as 20 or 30 percent challenged Reagan to a debate on statewide televi· 
of the faculty might eventually go on strike but sion on "the role of the regents in the running of 
not until after negotiations over the Cleaver course the university·" 
now going on between the faculty and the regents Students have almost rmtirely rejected militan 
are completed. He said that might take until tactics like last week's take-over of Moses Hall, 
January. which on student called "phony radical posturing. 
The administration has come down hard against students for a. Democratic Society (SDS) was unah 
the strike. William Bouwsma, the vice chancellor to generate much enthusiasm for a sit-in in Sprou 
for academic affairs, warned that any faculty mem Hall last Friday· The sit-in was thwarted when t~ 
bers or teaching assistants who strike may be fire( administration locked all the doors to the 1iiiildirig' 
denied reemplyment, or face "other appropriate Meanwhile, the students arrested in Moses H~ 
sanctions, " according to a resolution passed by the planned to sue the university to have their interirr 
regents to deal with an earlier strike in l966. suspensions lifted. They argue that the suspensio 
With the strike smouldering some students imposed by Heynes almost immediately after thei 
were searching fbr other ways of making known arrest, will prejudic~ their cases in court. 
-
• 
• 
I THIR)S AND THEIR PRiCE ... ODD 
DRAFT NEWS FROM THE BOSTON DRAFT 
RESISTANCE GROUP 
called a self-serVing witness and does 
not carry as much weight as evidence 
froma more impartial witness. However, 
There is a new 150 form. The 
important changes area 1) the reg-
istrant is now given JO days instead 
of 10 to fill out the form, 2) the 
question "Under what circumstances 
do you believe in the use of force?" 
has been eliminated, 3) the question 
"Do you believe in a Supreme Being?" 
has been eliminated, 4) there is a 
new question concerning the circum-
stances under which the registrant 
would be willing to serve as a non-
combatant. In general the form has 
been simplifiedo Copies of the new 
form should be available at our of-
fice shortly after you receive this. 
I recently 'learned the import-
ance of following the advice of the 
c.c.c.o. with regard to writing down 
everything said to a member of the 
Selective Service System whenever 
one has a conversation with them, for 
inclusion in one's file. s.s.s. Form 
119 is entitled "Report of Oral In-
formation." Whenever one has any con-
versation with the local board clerk 
the clerk fills out one of these giv~ 
ing her version of what was said. In 
legal terminology, I'm told this is 
if there is nothing in the registrant~ 
file to dispute the statement on Form 
119, it will have great weight indeed 
Transmittal Men1orandum #132-~ 
been issued by the Government Printing 
Office • There are a number of new mem- washington (CPS)--This is National GI Week, 
~~:n~~o ai~ ~~e t~~~ ar~i ~~w d listed in planned by the Nation:U Mobilizat'ion Committee 
Local Board Memoran~n in E~f~c~:;s;n~f ~ En~hthe hWar i~ Vietnam to let U.S. soldiers 
of them is important; it is Local Board ow at t e anti-war movement supports them. 
Memorandum #96, "Classification of Reg- Love-ins, teach-ins, rock band concerts, r1~ 
istrants Pursuing Courses of Graduate onstrations, coffee houses, guerrilla theatre, 
Study •" It reads in its entirety, "A special church services will be held on or near 
full-time graduate student shall not 30 of the nation's largest military bases betwee· 
be considered for occupational defer- now and election day . 
ment because he is engaged in te chi · · part time." a ng "Natwnal GIWeek is a signal that people with 
long hair and pe~le with shaved heads were 
I recently wrote to the c.c.c.o. 
asking about assignments for men clas-
sified I-A-0. The reply: "The percen-
tage of conscientous objectors clas-
sified I-A-0 has always been consisten-
tly lower than those classified r-o. 
Recently, call-ups for both categories 
of objectors have risen greatly. Not 
only are I-A-Os now being primarily 
sent to combat areas in Vietnam, but 
they were the very first draftees to 
be sent to Vietnam in any capacity 
political or military." ' 
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starting to get together for something more in 
life than the spirit of the bayoret, " according to 
a Mobe leaflet. 
Rennie Davis, national proj ect coordinator fc 
Mobe, says it this way, "It is'the 3,11ti-war mover 
ent, and not the war candidate, that supports the 
deepest concern of American GI' s--returning to 
civilian life. We will prevent the candidates fro 
deflecting public attention from the war at electic 
time by demonstrating support of the American v 
tims of the war--the young people who fight and 
die in Vietnam. " 
preMases 
wishes 
\NALYSISa STUDENTS RE-THINK The politics of joy had become He doesn't think federal financial 
assistance should be used to subsid-HUMPHREY? the politics of survival. ize efforts to close down schools, 
By John Zeh Wooing the supporters of Eugene but he does not approve of . the anti-
College Press Servo McCarthy and the late Sen. Robert F. riot provisions of recent House leg-
LSHINGTON (CPS)-- To many young Kennedy, he assured students that he islation that would deny aid to dis-~ople this election year, Hubert welcomes +.heir increased political ruptive demonstrators. He prefers the 
,ratio Humphrey is the ultimate per- activity. Senate approach - allowing college 
mification of a cop-out. 11 The United States has come to administrators to make disciplinary 
They feel the Vice President has count heavily on the ability, energy, decisions. (Nixon favors the anti-riot !trayed them, the country, humanity, and spirit of the younger generation," provisions.) 
1d himself because of his unswerving he has said. "I hope that students be- Humphrey also SU!Jports in prin-
Llegiance to Lyndon Johnson over the gin to act on the recognition that pol- ciple the idea of an "Educational 
letnam war. itical participation is a full-time Opportunity Bank," from which students He could have used his influence job, all year round • . As President, I could borrow the cost of college, 
- ~et a peace plank put in the Dem- would welcome such participation and with repayment dependent on future 
atic platform, but he didn't. would of course actively seek the advic• earnings. 
He could have pulled rank on and counsel pf young people." The Vice PT'esident has actively 
ayor Richard J. Daley and ended the Yet Humphrey shares some of supported higher education legislatior: 
loody suppression of dissent in Chi- Richard Nixon's views on student re- throughout his career. He shares cred-~go during the convention. Instead bellions. Speaking at the University it for introducing and passing the ~~called Chicago "my kind of city." of Arkansas this summer, he said, National Defense Education Act of 1958 
When he caught a whiff of tear "fascists, communists, racists, the Peace Corps, cultural exchange 
ts looking out the window at dem- cross-burners, book-burners, flag- programs, and the Higher Education 
1strators 25 stories on Michigan burners share a basic intolerance ••• Facilities Act of 1963, and many other 
renue, he could have heeded their for the rights of others •" He spoke Education bills. 
ries of "Join Us," but he only wept. of abuse, violence, obscenity, har- Humphrey also promises that adopt 
He did open his acceptance assment and storm-trooper tactics ion of the 18-year-old vote would be )eeoh with an offering of sympathy and said the idea of a free and open "an important part" of his ad.ministra-
'r the bloodied demonstrators, but :~:~~~ic community "is being threat- tion' s programo 
1ether it was more of Effervescent Speaking before the Education He has proposed a "Draftees Bill 
lbert's glib rhetoric or really Commission of the States a few weeks of Rights" that wouls use the FAIR 
!ant remains to be seeno later, he took note of "the develop- (Fair and Impartial Random System) 
He quoted· a prayer of St. Fran- ment of new attitudes regarding stud· lottery. He promises to fire Gen. Lewis ~s of Assisi that night at the amphi· ent sharing of responsibility with B: Hershey, head of the Selective Ser-
teater, hoping to "help heal the faculty and administration" without Vl.ce System. 
•unds, ease the paint and lift our too mu·ch· alarm A major part of his e~ucation 
!arts." "May America tonight resolve He eryen su.ggested that "part of plank is a guarantee ''to every young 
tat never, never again shall we see the disorderly spectacle'• on some American of fUll opportunity for higher 
tat we have. seent" he added. campuses "may trace its origins to education, limited not by ability"to 
Humphrey would have liked Amer- inexperience with the democratic pay but only by ability to learn. 
a to forget what it had seen the handling of dissent and debate." Despite all this, there are many 
st nights on television, for he was If only he had said that after who still remember that Hubert Humphrey 
rried that the already-dim Democrats Chicago. was nominated with the Army in the mid-
pes had died in the bloody streets Humphrey says that when peacefUldle of Michi~an Avenue. He is seen as 
d parks of Chicago. student demonstrations become violentan out-of-touch relic from a political 
tshington (CPS)--Richard Nixon says he has 
Lrned a lot from campaigning for the Presi-
lCY, especially in understinding what's on the 
nds of young people. 
He's been· on the receiving end of some pretty J 
lnted messages on signs carried by students. 
e poster held high at a rally in Burbank, Calif. 
)ecially caught his eye. "Talk With Us, Not 
Us," the sign said. 
The sentiment behind that statement is indica-
e of what Nixon sees as a gap between genera-
ns, a gap he thinks his new political leadership 
.I help to close. 
·'Then Nixon insists he has heeded the sign's 
~.,;age, it's clear to many on campuses that he 
two-faced, a double-talker, and a real threat 
academic freedom. 
The Republic nominee feas he has made a sin 
~e effort to talk with students, not at them. He 
ers a platform that includes ending the draft 
·ough an all-volunteer army after the Vietnam 
r is ended. He has established a Student Coali-
n to "utilize the talents and energies of the ac-
~mic community to resolve society's problems.' 
Nixon also would "devise vew ways by which, 
ough long term loans, the federal government 
1 further assist students t:o gain a higher educa-
n." He also sscys he would encourage private 
erprise to expand its participation in student 
ancial aid. Nixon might support the proposal fo 
"Educatonal OpportliDity Bank" that would loan 
dents the cost of college, with repayment depen 
tt on future income. The GOP Platform, thoug 
ttains the old idea of tax credits for parents 
and anarchist they must be stopped. era long past, a point underscored by 
his invoking of nostalgia • 
and a new version: tax aeductions to encourage 
savings for college. 
Tax advantages would also be given to those 
who support private .schools, the GOP candidate 
says. 
Nixon also supports lowering the voting age. 
Eighteen yea~olds are old enough to vote not 
because they are old enough to fight, he says, but 
because they are smart enough to v.de. 
Nixon promises students ''a piece of the 
action. " Involved in "forging the new direcl;ion 
in America," young people will have a better al-
ternative than taking to the streets in protest, he 
argues. 
All this sounds good to Nixon supporters. 
Other members of the academic community, 
however, are scared to death of what might happen 
to dissent and freedom under a Nixon-Agnew Ado.. 
ministration. 
Their fear--and Nixon's fear of or distaste for 
student demonstrators--can be explained as simply 
a difference in ideological beliefs. To someone 
on the left, someone on the right seems far right; 
while conservatives might be able to stomach 
moderates, liberals seem to radical. 
But liberal distaste within the academic com-
munity for Nixon can be explained and justified by 
examining the candidate's remarks and record. 
Nixon's the one, Humphrey-supporters point 
out, who voted in 1947 against a $30 million in-
crease in the schoollunchprogram. In 1960 as Vice 
President, he declined to cast the tie-breaking 
vote that would have authorized more than $1.1 bil-
page three 
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lion in federal aid for school construction. He 
sponsored no education legislation while a member 
of Congress and opposed most federal-aid-to-
education measures. 
While recently he has been more careful in 
his choice of words than his running mate Spiro T. 
Agnew, Nixon clearly opposes overt student rebel-
lion. 
Last spring he expressed his views on the Col-
unbia disorder, saying students who close camp-
uses "not only disgrace themselves but harm the 
cause of education." "More deplorable," excused 
the lawlessness of their students." 
Nixon saw the Columbia rebellion as "the first 
major skil?rtlish in a revolutionary struggle to seize-
the universities and transform them into sanctuarie 
for radicals and vehicles for revolutionary politi-
cal and social goals. " 
He warned that "we must not allow the Latin 
American university of today to become the proto-
type of the American university of tomorrow ... 
The way to prevent it is to rid the campus now of 
any student organization or clique which applauds 
and uses the type of force employed at Columbia. 
The place to begin is with the anarchic stud€nts." 
Talk about talking at students. 
Oppressive statements like those make it clear 
that Nixon is dealing in political doubletalk when he 
lists only positive plans as "some indication cf. the 
importance my adminsitration will be determined 
to attach to the legitimate demands of young 
people of America. " 
RESOLVED: That the Board of Trustees 
adopts the following statement of its position 
at this time, in the matter of College Social 
Regulations: 
The Board is impressed by the House 
PresidentS' Committee's testimony to the 
good faith of the student committee's acceptance 
of the current Social Regulations, as reported 
to us in the October 13 letter from Miss 
Gangemi, the Chairman of the House President's 
Committee. The Board has also noted in Miss 
Gangemi's letter of the same date her summary 
of the policies established by House President's 
Committee for the enforcement of the afore-
mentioned Regulations, and the disposition 
under those policies of the violations so far 
reported to House President's Committee. 
The Board of Trustees of Bard College 
approves conditionally the Social Regulations 
proposed by the Community Advisory Board: 
I. All men's dormitories are to be open 
24 hours per day; 
2. All women's dormitories are to be 
closed 24 hours per day with the 
exception of the social rooms within 
the dormitories; 
3. Women's social rooms are to be open 
during hours established by vote of 
the resident's of each dormitory; 
4. There are to be no curfews for men or 
women; 
5. Each dormitory will enforce standardized 
quiet hours. 
This approval is granted upon the following 
conditions: 
I. To the end that the Bard student body, 
faculty and administration shall now be able 
to devote their full attention to their primary 
academic concerns, free of incessant contro-
versy over social regulations, the Board 
expects to consider no further changes in 
social regulations during the 1968-69 academic 
year. 
2. The Board is quite concerned about two 
of the problem areas identified by the student 
Advisory Board: the social and academic 
acclimatization of the first semester freshmen, 
and possible ways of accomodating divergencies 
among students with varying life-styles and 
tastes. It is the Board's expectation that the 
s:tu dent body and the administration will hence-
forth give serious thought to these problem 
areas and to constructive steps for their 
amelioration. 
3. Whether or at what point the Board will, 
in the future, consider proposals for further 
changes in Social Regulations, and, indeed, 
whether it will continue to give its approval to 
the regulations here conditionally approved, 
will depend to a very great extent on the 
willingness of the student body to adhere to 
the present regulations, and on the good faith 
of the student government in effecting fair, 
but firm enforcement. The Board has, therefore, 
directed the College's administration to 
provide the Board with detailed reports on 
1hese two matters at its January and March, 
1969, meetings. 
* 
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SEN/\TE 
by Michael Tolkin 
Monday's senate meeting gegan with Marie Gangami' s 
HPC report. HPC discussed violation, the Trustee's ac-
ceptance of the new social regulations, and an investiga-
tion of Senate's budget. A CAB discussion will be held late1 
in the semester. 
Bruce Atwood finally made an appearance at Senate, as 
he had been asked to do to give the EPC report. He began 
by listing the order priorities. The first is faculty evalua-
tions. These are going underway at thP- moment. Quest-
ionaires have been sent to teachers, asking them basically 
how they teach. In class, all this week, students will be 
polled to find out their reactions to the courses they are in. 
There are rougli;y 3000 course students at Bard. Second 
on the list is the Curriculum Committee report after eval-
uations are in next week. Next come the personal problems 
of student as expressed in writing or directly to EPC. Then 
EPC will be discussing student distribution in courses. 
Some classes are overcrowded, while others have only a 
few in attendance. Lately, EPC will be evaluating its own 
job. Btuce listed all this because of Roger Kessler's letter 
to Senate of a few weeks ago. If you will remember, Reger 
proposed a change in upper college grading pblicies. 
Atwood said that EPC had little time or interest for Roger's 
proposal, which was too specific. Bruce Lieberman told 
Atwood that when Senate reqyests an investigation of some-
thing, Senate expects a full and speedy report. We should. 
expect more of this in the future. 
In a more musical vein, Phil Dunkelbarger, unofficially 
representative of the fifteen or so campjls musicians, asked 
Senate to recommend the Entertainment Committee to hire 
student musicians for dances and concerts. He said that 
given three week's notice, any type of sound cna be arran-
ged within the school's many talents. There was much dis-
cussion, some of it dealing purely with personalities, and 
finally a motion was brought to the floor. Passing 4-1-1, 
Senate recommentls to the Entertainment Committee that 
they hire student musicians~ along with outside groups when-
ever possible. 
Tabled for further meetings: awarding of concessions 
to be held at the end of the semester, rather than the begin-
ning of the next: the returning of Observer dues to Senate, 
and the raising of convocation dues. 
SDS 
by Francis Fleetwood 
Sunday, on my way to the movie I stopped at 
the coffee shop to buy some popcorn, when two 
fellhws asked me if I was editor of the paper. I 
answered in the affirmative. They told me that 
they were field organizers from SDS and that they 
wanted to talk to me. I invited them down to the 
office. 
Chip, the more talkative of the two, asked me 
Jut SDS on campus. I told him about our liber-
als who call themselves SDS .... and about their-
non-existent programs. 
He answered saying that he had expected as 
much because he heard Bard students were mostly 
into drugs, indicating a high level of apathy, as 
opposed to the low level apathy, of the uninformed 
ACTION 
seems to speaking directly to them is- Wa1:lace. 
The Movement should broaden its base and gain 
the workers' support. "The workers have the 
same basic understanding of the atrocity in the 
system that college students have. They may 
even see the problems of the country clearer 
than the college student, ''but they are caught in 
a dilemma of fear." The poor feel the .Left will 
take away what little they have, and they also 
realize tretr materialistic desires will not make 
them happy. 
He said SDS h~s to move into the community 
and the logical way to this is to enlist college 
students. He wants to see every college in New 
York state, his jurisdiction, with an active SDS 
working in their respective communities, spread-
ing the Word, even if this means getting haircuts 
and changing their life style for the cause. 
Anyway he wanted me to put a plug in to 
Observer for a conference in Rochester on Nov. 
hpc 
by Wayne Robins 
This week 1 s lackluster HPC 
meeting concerned itself with gen-
erally heavy business. A good deal 
of time was spent discussing how to 
best find jobs for the most needy 
students, with nothing concrete yet 
decided. There was more discussion 
about the "problem" area of men in 
girls 1 dorms. One young man denounced 
the unconstitut~onality of the new 
rules, asserting that the students 
had no choice on the ballot about 
Our conversation shifted to the Left and the 
state of the Movement in the country. Mike sug-
gested that the predicament of the Movement was 
mostly due to Movement ideology. The Left crit-
Jizes the society without offering any alternatives. 
It's only logical, he said, that society has turned 
round and now criticizes the Left for its problems. S-lO which would be discussing the problems of 
He added that he felt very sorry for the work- the Left. There will be several important·speak-
the women's dorms. One girl 1 s violat-
ion was dismissed unanimously be• 
cause the girl had no knowledge that 
the boy was in her room, and in try-
ing to get him to leave, was "caught" 
by proctors. In another fit of good 
judgment, a parking violation was 
also dismissed for similar extenuat-
ing circumstances. In any case, the 
new regulations are here to stay, for 
this year at least. The Community 
Advisory Board will, in the spring, 
discuss the suggestions made by the 
committees in relation to the three 
problem~areas, and will make any nec-
essary conclusions which will go into 
effect no earlier than next fall. 
ers in this. country because the only person who ers and free lodging for all. For more informatior 
come to the Observer office. 
grad 
By Susie Schmidt 
College Press Service 
WASHINGTON (CPS·) --Although the 
nation's graduate schools did not 
face the 70% reduction in fall en-
rollment some predicted last year be-
cause of the draft, the second sem-
ester crunch may hurt them badly. 
Most universities were taken 
by surprise this fall, when the 25-50 
per cent of their students expecting 
to be drafted returned to school 
after all. Some un1versit~3s, which 
had accepted more graduate students 
than they could handle in order to 
make up for the draft's toll, have 
been faced with money and housing 
shortages--and too many students. 
They had failed to calculate 
this fall 1 s election and its ramif-
ications on the draft in their est-
imates last spring. 
But the crunch failed to mat-
erialize this fall. For one thing, 
draft calls beginning in July were 
drastically lower than those for pre-
trious months. And they will stay that 
lY until January when the elections 
are well over. 
How much calls will rise will 
depend on the manpower needs of the 
armed forces, the status of the Viet-
nam war, and the mood of the new 
President. But they are sure to rise 
at least a little, according to Mrs. 
Betty Vetter, an official of the 
Scientific Manpower Commission, a 
private r~search agency in Washingto~ 
Her prediction is based on the 
fact that draft calls for the last 
few years have run in 18-month cycles;; 
~he high point of the latest cycle 
ls due in January 1969. 
Whatever the increase, it is 
sure to hit students harder next sem-
~ster; under present draft regulation~ 
the oldest eligible males are first 
to go, and graduate students newly 
classified 1-A are perfect targets. 
schools 
Those who receive induction notices 
during the present school term are 
allowed to stay in school to finish 
the term, but must then report for 
induction. 
But despite the fact that total 
graduate enrollment has changed very 
little--in numbers, the edict has not 
been without effect. 
later be able to resume their degree 
work where they left off, and will 
stand a good chance of having their 
fPllowships renewed. 
Several schools are a~so invest-
igating new degree programs like MIT's 
five-year engineering program--in 
which the student does not officially 
receive his bachelor 1 s degree until he 
receive his master 1 s in a fifth year 
Graduate schools at several (and so is classed as an undergraduate 
universities have reported drops in for five years)o 
enrollment from one to 20%. Professior The institutions are understand-
al schools seem harder hit than most. ably vexed. Many of them--like their 
At Valparaiso University, 25 of 150 students--concurred with the 1967 re-
stud;nts enrolle~ in the Law School commendations of t~e President's Com-
didn t register ln September. Lehigh mission of the Draft. The Commission•s 
University reports a 13% decrease in report suggested a two-pronged attack 
enrollment. on the draft 1 s present inequities and 
And at many schools, graduate injusticesa abolition of student def-
departments found that women and old- erments and reversal of the present 
er (over-26) men made up larger port- oldest-first system so that 19-year-
ions of their enrollees than ever be- olds would be drafted first--preferably 
fore. Some schools claimed that their by lottery. 
students are of lower ability than Fairness and equity required that 
they would have been before the draft.both those steps be taken; if they had 
Such intangible evidence as de- been, the draft, unfairness to the poor 
cline in graduate school quality is, and uneducated would have been partial~ 
of course, almost impossible to doc- ly corrected, and at the same time ed-
ument. More obvious and evident, ucation and technical skills would have 
though, is a decline in morale among been supported. 
graduate students. Young men faced As it happened, policy-makers 
with the prospect of being drafted decided to implement only part of the 
have always been burdened with an overrecommendations, hoping that their move 
whelming anxiety few other people ex- would be popular with those voters who 
perience. And graduate students this consider that students are un-American 
year, knowing they are sitting atop and should be drafted, and would at the 
the proverbial powder keg and may get same time be lauded as needed reform. 
the letter any day, are unusually ner- Now the results of their attack 
vous and fearful. on "pointy-headed intellectuals 11 will 
Universities, which opposed the be felt, not only by the schools, which 
move to end graduate deferments, are cannot be weakened, and the Army, which 
reacting to their students• concern is discovering that it doesn't like 
in many ways. Several heavily grad- "uppity students" in its ranks anyway, 
uate universities, among them Mass- but by those elements in the nation 
achusetts Institute of Technology, which depend on educated (and reason-
have announced that students whose ably contented} men and women for axis-
education is interrupted by the draft- d owth 
either for two years of service or fortence an gr • 
a jail sentence for resistance- will 
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ct11 Sl !JI 1 cruendar, ITALIAN AMERICAN 
R.:tstaurant 
I Drama; . . . , by Frank Meltzer -------------....;.~,;.;.....__...., __ __,j Dionysus in 69, an adaptation of Euripides· East Market St. • Rhinebeek 
<Next to United Cisar Store) 
Wine and Beer Licence 
OPEN t'OR LUNCH 11:31 A.M. 
FULL COURSE LUNCII-$1.08 
DeUclous PIZZAS, HEROS or FULL DINNERS 
Beware of Philistines bearing gifts ... They 
tried to do me a favor, I guess. Or maybe they 
really loathe Bard and the fact that I can't get 
rapturous over Hubert. Anyway, they gave me 
tickets to Maggie FJynn (at the ANTA, 52nd st., 
west of Broadway). So we ate dinner in this caf-
eteria on Times Square, and for the first time 
in quite a while, I went to Broadway. 
The whow stars Shirley Jones, Jack Cassidy 
and nine. black children. The kids seemed more 
real to me tln n most white child actors, but the 
idea seemed a trifle gimmicky--this year, black 
is beautiful, so a black musical extravaganza will 
be "in". Besides, the bedwetting jokes, which 
brought guffaws from the audience, cast us right 
back to the era of "steppin Fetchit. 11 
Well, at least they didn't tack the "Negro ques 
tion" onto a superstructure. Maggie Flynn is 
a musical about the draft riots of 1863, in Which 
mobs burned Negro orphanages to let Lincoln kno'\\ 
how they felt about the Civil War and the recently 
enacted co~s_cription laws. 
The play has a moral; when it's over you kno'\\ 
damn well that you shouldn't be cruel to Negroes, 
especially if they are helpless little orphans with 
proverbially pearly teeth. The whow also has a 
thing or two to say about draft riots and resisters. 
Maggie ought to have been s'ho.vn someplace offi-
cial, like Chicago-- Daleyites will love it ... Two 
suspicious strangers buy drinks for everyone in 
the saloon, get them drunk, get them worked up, 
and then are neatly shown to be Confederate agents. 
Load the dialogue with words like "mili.taAt" and 
"protest, " and anybody who is against tlif}_ draft is 
a monstrous orphan-burner. 
I'm sort of a sucker for old-fashioned theat--
rics, though, and I did enjoy part of the second 
act. Shirley Jones goes to jail, charged with hid-
ing Confederate spies in the basement of her or-
phanage. So naturally she takes all the kids with 
her. Anyway, Jack Cassidy, her husband, joins 
her there. He used to be a Shakespearian actor, 
but he's on the skids and now he's a clown. (Also, 
she hasn't seen him in seven years.) Jail is a. 
down for the kids, so Cassidy decides to entertain 
them. He gives tasks to fellow inmates (hookers, 
winow, what have you?), and the whole jail rocks 
through a grandiose musical number, while the 
kids learn how to be clowns. 
During moments when I wasn't queasy, I en-
joyed Maggie. But mostly it was appalling. Like 
most of Broadway, Maggie is too simple; the 
scenery just won't quit being pretty; the cast is 
pathologically cheerful, and the dialogue and lyrics 
are abysmally idiotic. If is weren't on Broadway, 
I'd way it was for children, but that would be even 
worse, becauRP. they might be taken in by it. 
Most Broadway diversions forthrightly refuse 
to recognize the crises of the real world. That is 
more than just as well, because Broadway overr-
simplification applied to crucial problems (at 
least in Maggie Flynn) resembles nothing other 
than spectacular callousness. Selling innocent 
Negroes and nefarious draft resisters in musical 
giftwrap is at once banal and lewd. 
Mon. -Sat. 5- Closing 
Sunday 1-10 
The Bacchae. The Performance Group, 33 
Wooster st., 925-8712. Thursday-Sunday, 8:30; 
students , $3. 50. 
Q t f ·ns by CALL TR 6-1500 FOR TAKE-OUT ORDERS Ex Miss Covper ueen on a se o Pl ' Open Datb' n:so a.m ... u p.m. _ SGDda7 1 p.m. -11 •.na. 
Meagan Terry, and The Baptism, by LeRoi Jones ·----,;;;;;;;;;iir----111 
Players Workshop, 229 7th Ave. (23rd St.), CI 
3-9493. Friday, 8:40; Saturday, 7 and 10. Con-
tribution. 
Barnabus Among the Animals, by Robert Karman. 
Extension, Inc., 227 Park Ave. S. (21st St.), WA 
48400. Nov. 6-10, 8:30p.m. 
Films: 
Warrendale, documentary on a school for emo-
tionally disturbed children, Evergreen Theater, 
E. 11th St. and University Pl. 
Beyond the Law, Norman Mailer's new film, Art, 
8th St., east of 5th Ave., 
Weekend, Jean-Luc Godard, no further comment, 
72nd st. Playhouse, between 1st and 2nd Aves. 
Art: 
Robert Motherwell, 30 collages, first new work 
on exhibition in almost 6 years, the Whitney Mus-
eum through Nov. 17. 
The Cloisters, midieval art from private collec-
tions (paintings, drawings, sculpture, stained 
glass, tapestries, etc.), from the 5th to the 
early 16th centuries, through Jan. 5. 
Dance: 
The '68-'69 Festival of Dance is on at the 
Brooklyn Academy of Music. Graham, Cunning-
ham, Taylor, et. al., running sporadically into 
next spring. This month: Anna Sokolow--Nov. 
13 and 16; Eric Hawkins--Nov. 14, 15, 17; Paul 
Taylor--Nov. 20, 22, 23, 24; Alwin Nikolais--
Nov. 27, 29, 30, Dec. I. 
Music: 
Butterfield Blues Band, Albert King and Odetta, 
Friday November 8, 8 p.m., Carnegie Hall. 
Country Joe and the Fish, Friday, Nov. 8, 8:30 
p.m., Westbury Music Fair. 
First National Bank of Red Hook 
Checking . Accounts 
Saving• Accounts 
Traveler' • Check• 
Drive-In BankQig 
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP. 
Tel. PL 8-2311 
Sales 758-8865 
Service 
758-8806 
Janis Joplin and Big Brother and the Holding Co. '·-.. -------------------~~ Surrlay; ,Nov. 10, 8 p.m., Westchester County 
Center (White Plains). 
Vanilla Fudge and Richie Havens, Friday, Nov. 
22, 8 p.m., Fordhan Univ. Gym. 
Jefferson Airplane, Thursday-Saturday, Nov. 
28-30, 8 and 11:30 p.m., Fillmore East. 
Leaving New York Jan. 2 
Returning, London Feb. 17 
Round trip 
Ticket $282. 
Save $117. 
Box #397. 
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Beekman Cleaners 
SAME-DAY SERVICE 
NEXT TO A & P STORE IN RED HOOK 
Open Evenings till 7 
Same High Quality Service in Rhinebeck 
at 44 E. MARKET ST. Open till 6 
Beekman Arms 
Dine graciously in the 
country at America's OLDEST 
hotel (Established 17QO). 
Catering our SpecialitY, 
Rhinebeck, N:Y. 
876-7077 
RED BOOK 
Phone PL 8-Z791 
• 
\\\ \ ' 1 i . 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 
LIGHT BULBS 
TOOLS-:- PAINTS 
FLASHLIGHTS 
BATTERIES 
~~ORSES 
:~::; FI~HER'~ 
PL9-4481 $3. per hour 2 1/2 miles north on 9G 
Turn right on Lasher Rd. , Tivoli 
riR~T 
nATIONAL IWtK 
OF N11H~B~C"• EST.Ib53 
Member of the F. D.~. C. 
Member of Federal) Reserve Bank 
Daily 9-3, Friday Nights 6-8 
J ~A. ·~~ J_". CQob'g v\Augtc gtudto owner- Robert J. Katrulya ~instructor 
5ales- Frank J. \Valsh -instructor 
10 EAST MARKET STREET 
RED HOOK, N. Y. 12571 
Repair Service 
Complete Accessories 
Installation, Delivery 
Live Mu•ic Available 
For Any Occasion PL 8-6594 
Tape Cartridges, Musical Equipment, 
Stereo Repairs and Accessories, Radios 
and Record Players, Sheet Music, Ect. 
SHOWING CONTEMPT 
by Peter Minichiello 
After five years, a three-million 
dollar budget, editing and techni-
cal hold-ups, Godard's film CONTEMPT 
finally gets to Bard. 
For a movie in color, it's 
still the film noir in Godard's 
canon and the one-ihich (in effect) 
denied him the right to work on 
a big budget again. Joseph E. 
Levine bought rights to Alberto 
Moravia's novel A Ghost at Noon 
and-asked the young, hot=Bhot dir-
ector of Breathless to come to Italy 
and direct it. That was in 1963, 
when Go~rd had made five films. 
Levine was sure that with Brigitte 
Bardot and Jack Palance in an Italian 
sex film, he'd have a winner. The 
result W&3 something else a~ain. 
The result is Godard's 
CONTEMPT, not Levine's, and as Godard 
bitterly said 11 It's only the package 
he's interested in selling, not 
the contents." There was continual 
fighting during the film's shooting: 
Godard nearly quit. 
The entire opeming sequence of 
·Piccoli and Bardot in bed, plus 
shots of B.B. on a furry rug were all 
inserted by the producer. Still, 
Godard outdoes Levine by putting 
Delerue's affecting music on the 
soundtrack, thereby destroying 
whatever "sexploitation• content was 
planned. Yet the French version 
has even more of B.B.'s skin, and the 
Italian version is altogether a 
mess: it's cut by fifteen minutes 
and everything is spoken in Italian. 
This eliminated the central role of 
the translator, Francesca, who in 
this version speaks nothing but 
gibberish and non sequitors. 
CONTEMPT was a crazy failure 
at the box office in fiscal year 1964. 
* * * * * 
Thus, a lot of the film's 
tension comes from the inner battle 
between Fritz Lang and Jeremiah 
Prokosh and the exterior one between 
Levine and Godard. One doesn't even 
need to know facts about this in 
order to feel it. The ultimate line 
is Francesca's, announcing a call 
"from Joe Levine in London,." 
Yet there's so much going on in 
the film that even the Prokosh-
Lang battle takes subservience to the 
personal argument betweem the 
writer, Michel Piccoli, and his dir-
ector, Lang. More than once in the 
film, they argue their two concep-
tions of the world: Lang's which 
parallels Homer's, the unity of a 
conceived universe and order, and a 
unity correspondingly to be treated 
in art for that beauty. 
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Their contempt begins on pure-
ly conversational, abstract grounds: 
it becomes real for lots of reasons 
including Prokosh and money and 
apartments but mainly becamse he 
talks and talks and gives it forma-
tion in her mind. Her way of telling 
him not to trust her words is to 
strike a beautiful pose against the 
wall and come out with five choice 
words: ass, bitch, crap, whore, 
brothel. Her point is that she can 
say those and still be beautiful---
and Piccoli doesn't even know wpat 
happened. 
Ideas preceding emotions only 
sharpens the emotions and CONTEMPT is 
a sad film. From the comical opening 
minutes of the movie, one doesn't 
expect to be so moved by the film's 
conclusion. Even the constant aware-
ness of Bardot as Bardot works well. 
All works together at once when 
Lang quotes a line about "going to the 
marketplace of Hollywood to sell my 
wares" and Piccoli asks, "that's by 
B.B., yes?" Bardot smiles. 11 Right, 11 
says Lang, 11Bertolt Brecht. 11 
00 
s J 
..... 
Fashion Photos by Peter Aaron 

You Are What You 
by Mike Talkin_ 
There are too many films about the turned-on 
generation. We read their reviews all the time, 
and occaisionally see them for a laygh. You 
know the American International Pictures syn.-
drome: Wild Angels, The Trip, Wild in thE. 
streets, etc. Forty year old farts making mil-
lions off their paranoid fears about their Jtids. 
They (the forty year old farts) view the genera-
tion gap (as Life magazine calls it) as a real 
battle. Youth is out to gefthem, the kids are 
going to take over, twelve year old girls will be 
selling themselves in junior high school corridor5 
to droves of graying Mr. Novacks. The new mo~ 
ality plays are the ever recurring I was a Teen-
ager flies. These are the so called exploitation 
films, geared to a prepubescent pimply audience 
and drive-in neckers. Seldom do we get to see a 
movie about us, made by one of us, s;howing us. 
When it happens, to B'ay the New York Times 
least, the results can be quite surprising. 
You Are What You Eat, is a film produced by 
Peter Yarrow of Paul, and Mary, and Barry 
Weinstein, directed by Weinstein, starring every-
body and everything that have made the sixties 
tolerable for us and uncomfortable for those over 
thirty, your parents, and Richard Nixon. I saw it 
at the Carnegie Cinema in New York, sat through 
this unbearable assault of images, colors, songs, 
sounds, emotion, and !cried, laughed, was cath-
arsisized in the best sense. Hate, Love, trees, 
a 
by Debbie Cook 
When one thinks of a woo.dcut the image which 
generally comes to mind is that of a hard edge 
line picture. This is not what Carol Summers' 
woodcuts are. They are large, with broad areas 
of color and soft ragged edges. Instead of inking 
the block to obtain an image, Mr. Summers uses 
a dry block. He places a piece of dry paper on 
the block. The degree of opacity of transparency 
depends on the thickness of the ink. By itapplying 
a thinning agent to the paper he gets the lighter 
fuzzy edges on the color areas. 
These prints are highly decorative-- Mr. 
Summers is conveying a commercial and quite 
professional approach to art. I say commercial 
and professional because the prints (there are 
composed of bright pleasing colors in fanciful 
shapes worked into enjoyable designs which do 
not allow for the possibility of change. My feel-
ing is not one of strict anti-"fine art" in the work 
as Mr. Summers has done some fascinating work 
with color. The interaction is very fine in ,;some 
cases but does not approach the precision of 
Josef Albers' squares. 
I could live ·with one of these prints but to be 
surrounded by many would become boring, as the 
shapes and colors are too repetitious to create a 
new exciting visual experience upon repeated 
viewing. I find the very finished quality of the 
serigraphs highly effective with their flat, sharp 
color areas used in basically simple designs. 
The "Venice Biennale" poster only has three cole 
ors are used to produce many more. It is inter-
esting when comparing the technique used that in 
most of the large color prints the obvio~sness of 
it being a woodcut isn't seen (as in "Waterfall") 
as it is in "Monte Amiata" where the grain of the 
wood is easily seen. 
Eat .... yum 
people, signs, priests, smoke, silence bombard 
the viewer. Most of all we see us, the now 
turned-on rebellious hippied free love dancing, 
singing, long-haired us. I can not overemphasize 
the worth of this film. 
You Are What You Eat: is so much, so fast, 
that it defies accurate description. I can only 
describe what the film left me with, my emotions, 
for the story of the movie is not story, but docu-
mentary fantasy. From San Francisco, Los An-
geles, and occaisonally New York we watch the 
leaders of pop, and its followers go from love-in 
to strobe-in, from the innocence of two years ago 
the cynical madness of today' s hard acid rock 
scream. It is very possible that You Are What 
You Eat will go over the heads, in part, of people 
not connected in some way with the LA- Friscc. 
scene. It is my peripheral association with the 
last three years of that scene that gave ~e 
background for the film. The film recorded 
events that I had been at, love-ins, demonstra-
tions, dances. I saw myself thr-augh friends 
somehow caught in the crowds, a picketer named 
Green Power (Who I share having bumped into 
George Harrison with in an LA head shop), teen-
age fairs, California in general. I have to say 
this for I was more deeply moved by a h:.omesick-
ness for a high school torture that brought me to 
those love-ins, than I might have possibly been by 
seeing the film without a background. This 
doesn't mean that nobody else will enjoy or under-
"Colle, Val. D' Elsa", a monochromatic print 
in blues ·shows Mr. Summers ability to achieve 
subtle and meaningful gradations within a color 
if the staticness of the shapes is overlooked the 
print is very successful. 
"Fonte Limon", one can see combinqtion of 
what I consider the best and worst qualities of Mr. 
Summers' work. Bands of cadmium red-medium, 
rose, purple and green come from the edge of the 
paper into a large blue mountain shape. These 
bands of color force tne large shape into the cen-
ter and upward toward the top. A three color 
rainbow directly above the mountain forces the 
shape to remain static. While elements providing 
for movement are em_ployed counter 
elements are employed to make the composition 
closed. The green band reaches the mountain top 
and continues to go over the top. This spatial 
reality is helped by a slight overlapping of the 
rainbow onto the mountain on the left side, while 
a narrow space is left (between mountain and 
rainbow) on the right. This pushes the mountain 
back on the left and forward on the right--the 
mountain is not flat. The crescent -s"hape of 
cadmium red-medium jumps in front of t!E.green 
band at the point the two colors almost touch but 
the flatness of the pink heart kills some of the 
movement. The rainbow is composed of a fine 
combination of colors--its worth speaks for 
itself. 
Mr. Summers' has found a very individual 
approach to his work--in technique, form and 
color. Perhaps I am being unfair in saying this 
artist's work is not moving. This is, in all like-
lihood, only one stage of development in what has 
come befoee and (Hopefully) what will follow. 
The Carol Summer Show is definitely worth see-
ing--it's a happy show. 
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stand it, it just means that I was deeply affected 
The film starts quietly, Timy Timming, 
Motorcyling, dreaming, with Malcolm Boyd 
preaching on the beach to hippies (yeah, realliv 
old fashioned hippies) and then dancing. There 
is a funny running telephone call by Super Spade 
(two capital S' s operator) who finally winds up ir 
bed with a moaning, screamingglrl. He calls, 
and is answered by Haight Street, a lonely nun, 
police. I wonder how parents feel, watching pai 
ochial school daughters turning on, that nun 
waiting for ~per Spade, nakedness. There are 
gorgeous desert rhythm scenes, the first lovte:.tn 
an ugly teenage fair with kids wearing Nazi hel~ 
mets and iron crosses. The first part of the fih 
which spans a year or so (from about two years 
ago) has the prettiest firls, the best pot (not dop 
or even grass) the brightest days, the ugliest bt 
nicest girls, the best breasts, the wildest dnnc-
the Beatles, Malibu, surfing, Negroes (not Afr'-
folk, electricity, silence. 
But not all is nice. The high point of the mo· 
ie is a girl screaming Ringo, a crowd at Shea 
stadium, and Tiny Tim on the stage singing "Be 
my Baby. " A few kids run out on the field to get 
the Beatles but are knocked down and clubbed by 
the law. This ends the days of Peace and Love, 
the old P and L Brother love, that was the key tc 
hippiedom. Hysteria rE:Jtlaces action, noise re-
places form, nakedness replaces nudity, savage 
body paint replaces gentle design. Are we now 
grotesque facsimiles of a youth that never really 
was? A sweaty imitation, an ideal that died in 
Chicago, Century City, a few cold winters, Tim( 
cover articles, CBS specials. Did it die when 
Harry Reasoner did "The Hippy Temptation" on 
the tube? Was love killed by its own vague over-
extension? There is one moment of total silence 
in the otherwise noisy movie. We hear nothing 
as two kids get busted for picketing for open 
nightclubs in LA two years ago. They are too 
young for that sort of thing, and handcuffed, they 
offer no resistance to the cops. Nothing needs 
saying. The film ends in an over-psychedelic 
kaleidascope of what we have already seen, but 
with no moreflowers, no more kindness or love. 
We sit in the chari, as the lights in the theater , 
go up, collecting out thoughts, worrying about 
that goodnight kiss, making assumptions about 
the film that Weinstein probably never intended, 
but what the hell, it's worth the money more that 
worth it. 
look » .&\+t• .. \** Thus Barth uses L.I. T. F. to experiment (ll~" ~W with fiction and/or fiction, using both what is Dewy heights on Lost in the Funhouse thought to be possible and what is thought to be Vapor night • s 
by John Barth in. To gain a general idea of the book one has to Greenlit ci ty 1 s steaming silence. 
(Doubleday and co., read it but if you can get some idea from firief And loud as whispers, we passing through 
201, pp. 495.) synopsis so here they are: Slowly floating shaking warmth by Geof Cahoon 
To know Barth's works is to be confused by "Frame Tale" uses the mu.Ch remembered Mr. Pink upturned 
1rth's works. Not to know Barth's works is to Mobius' strip to construct a tale that reads "Once Unconcerned Gatch the train 
iss out on an enjoyable, albeit a perples, ex- upon a time there was a story that began once Blue ·gray rain 
lrience. Readers accustomed to Barth's treat- upon a time there was a story that, " etc. and meet the brown 
ent of a single theme, or even to some extent In "Night Sea Journey" Barth examines life fall leaf sound 
miliar with his themes, will find that the grand from the point of view of a spermitozoa and ex- in corners heated huddled mouths 
arthian tradition is carried forward in his Fun- presses his opinions of ending life. form lines of tension tugging ti~ht 
mse, but carried about in a multitude of styles "''Ambrose His Mark" is reprinted from EsquirEAnd strung secure 
--
and rep t h th . . . they strong allure. 
at may be Barth's· maior prepossession in this . . resen s per aps, e start of hls autoblO"'" So stand outsid i f 
10k, for its main purpose, if one is to believe the graphical work, he continues with the characters, And learn the 1:~t~ 0~a!1~~~y sky 
tthor, is publish a set of tales, i.n different styles 0 f Ambrose m Lost m the Furihouse, the (obvious- Turned around 
at will "take some of their resonance from each- lY) . title story· In the story Furihouse he traces Ins ide unfound 
·· 'r." Thus Funhouse is an exercise, in the both his (Barth's) learning of the writing craft and The sound's a tone --~n, in technique. To quote the author: his (Ambrose's) developement of awareness, also the color witchy 
"·My feeling about technique in art 
is that it has about the same value 
as technique in love-making. That 
is to say' heartfelt ineptitude has 
its appeal and so does heartless 
skill; but what you want is passionate 
virtuosity." 
"Life Story", "Title", and "Autobiography" 
.ave similar intent, if different styles, and as is 
'vidimt from the titles, represents Barth1 s 
ttempts to face himself in the third person. He 
trikes similar in the stories, telling first of his 
elf loathing, then of his loathing of self loathers. 
/here he is heading, it seems in these stories, 
:; obscure even to him. 
what Barth as Ambrose learned about Ambrose as Rising ~lown 
Barth and· Another s moan 
· One night in fall 
" ... You think you're yourself, but 
there are other persons in you ... 
Ambrose watches him watch. In 
the funhouse mirror room you can't 
see yourself go on forever, because 
no matter how youc :stnnd, your head 
gets in the way. " 
While self dispersed 
In wind immersed 
And death just touched 
In coldness fear, 
With safety near& 
It's knowledge teared 
iii. 
man 
switchblade 
chain 
D. Franz 
To anybody who is trying to determine what 
larth is goilg to do next, the last two tales would 
eem an indication that he is trying to reform thE 
istory of Greece in the manner he reformed the 
:istory of Maryland in Sot Weed Factor and the 
nd the history of the entire world in Giles Goat 
~. Exploring the alleys of the Homeric epic he 
~ansforms it into a probably more accurate 
friend against 
no more 
speak man 
ers ion than the current romantic one. 
"In Menelaid" Barth follows up on Homer and 
::t.s the title character relate his post-Troy adven· 
tres ~nd tells a tale within a tale within a tale 
ithin, a tale, and uses a few quotations marks in 
Le process.'' 
Barth, with Funhouse, tries to establish a 
. alogue with his readers, and if, in spots, the 
~alogue is seen to break down, the fault may be 
.id at the feet of the language and its limitations. 
arth in his writing is attempting to change the 
.nguage and perhaps the reader's confusion lies 
the fact that we're all slow learners. 
more 
than spoke 
spoke 
than 
is. 
be 
no 
chase 
mouse 
strange 
to 
a 
and miss • 
iv. 
it. 
*** 
rock 
death mirror 
no love 
to hate be 
to rig peace 
to search 
like. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ! 
• 
............................... 
one reality? 
should 
be 
more 
life 
cigarette 
cold 
cup of coffee 
same 
Ed. Note--- A correction to last 
week's article on Surlove/) ••••• 
Gwen Bocian and Mackay Talor are 
Drama Majors ••••• 
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v. 
facing a 
esoteric 
I. 
butts 
with 
it 
floating 
ideas 
by the 
resevoir 
washed 
as yesterday. 
by Rob Hall 
perfect 
calm all-crazy 
night 
just passed half remembered 
six feet 
deep there 
into 
at the back of your 
mind 
body no new 
soul 
life 
more. 
no new 
coming down 
you expected 
by Rob Hall 
A NOTE FROM THE UNDERGROUND 
THEATRE 
By Richard Cohen 
A traitor to one's own country by 
refusing to kill the grains of pulse 
that compose the veins of man. 
Photo by Peter Aaron 
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Footnote to a Storz 
At the beginning was the landscapea 
square, flat with no exception, brown and 
solid. Stones as after a battle. Sky grey-blue - lead - no clouds, no birds, no wind, 
no anything but the metallic eye, yellow and 
elliptic, yellow seemingly fluid, yellow 
against the lead all around, against the dark brown earth, a sun, an eye. 
And this sun did not move. This sun had not moved since --, "since when?" There 
was nobody there to give an answer. And the 
one who, stranger, put the question, left it in mid-air, somewhere on the burning, liquid 
atmosphere that stands, caught between earth 
and sun. The question introduced the verbs. He, stranger, spoke the question, and it frightened him, the sound of his own voice frightened him. (It was like a voice from the eye, no more his voice, as if the voice had, once activated acquired a dimension of its own, and could turn around any minute 
now, to answer itself.) 
So he had fled fled without looking back, but the voice stayed with him, stayed 
with him, echoing, echoing, the landscape, the flat brown earth, the eye, the yellow 
eye, that drunk in all the waters. (The 
waters - they have not been mentioned so farr the waters were once part of the landscape, 
once waters, but the yellow eye spread over the metallic sky, and drunk it.) Thus the 
vocabulary of the ubanswered voice banished the waternoun forever. Banished forever exiled But the sun saw the one who who had put the question, the one who now was fleing, the one who was one with the waters, strangers the one who now and then was tumbleweed, 
stranger, now and then something else, but 
who always had to be something or other. Could not escape the sun who was nothing but himself, who could be nothing but the eye. And the day was too long for the fleeing one, for he fled too quickly, not knowing the 
curved space. The dirtybrown earth under him 
sighing with relieve for the momentary shadow. And the eye caught up with the one who had put the question and who had been one with the waters and now became one with the sun, 
one with the eye. 
At the end nothing left but the land-
scape of the beginning. 
by Pierre Joris 
ALLEN'S ODE 
I found Ginsberg/in Madame Toussaud's 
wax-museum/beard stained with last 
morning's eggyolk/St. Quentin eggs/so 
they got him finally/the raving poet/ 
but unexpected riots/589 priests marched 
clear over from Rome/Kaufman was there too/ 
sold his tea supply/to buy lions for Allen/ 
shooting blues bullets with steel 
saxophone/& Kerouac & Corso & Ferlinghetti 
pleading/a dozen & ~ holly hindu-men 
marching/couldn't help either/was 
too late/he had pleaded guilty/guilty 
of eating eggs/for breakfast/supreme crime 
sentenced to death/by I & ~ New York 
Kukluxklaners/The last i didn't count/ 
was a negroid Indian/at 13 P.m. it 
was over/I wont go to Madame Toussaud's 
anymore// 
Pierre Joris 
rhen I rolled only lamely down 
rhen winding through my wimpering hands 
>f me of me of rolling suns that 
Leered of me and rawly raved 
C , softly pumpkineandle--eyed, 
~Y mouth in flames, 
Leath • s sunrise, and 
~peaking singing sap of trees who 
rhispered through my wintry bowels 
>f gnawing underfallen winds 
;o worming when and worming when 
>f all behinding winds 
[ou rocked on underlighted porches 
>f ground my mothers stood and 
~oved my milkwhite hands inside 
tnd sung my milkeyed tongue inside 
Lll and lending all of me 
ras breath for your longcoming 
ln love for your return from then 
l girleyed woman of girls 
llld men and rolling lands 
ln you is peace, all peace is you 
1nd soon in love with love 
Jeff Rudick 
you see i am writing you 
miss helpusall out of desperation, 
quiet, yes it is the quiet sort 
because all morning my heart has 
been bleeding purple satin ribbons 
and valentine candies, you are 
loved hotlips one read, and 
i must know somethings 
dear miss helpusall 
my sister cries and screams 
in her sleep and her college 
virgin roommates gather around 
the bed and giggle and my 
father has taken to wearing sideburns 
and my mother drinks too much 
wine and says she remembers 
the war and asks if i do but 
dear miss helpusall i was still 
a three month old frog growing 
within her then and please tell 
me what i should answer 
without hurting her feelings. 
miss helpusall my most important 
question is this and disregard 
the above if you don't have room 
in your column, or your heart 
or your vision--you see my 
husband doesn 1 t have a degree 
or a steady job and no 
Promising Future and i love him--
miss helpusall my problem is 
i am very happy, 
is this normal? 
Anne Panquerne 
Twi 
light 
floating 
with dust 
orange shafts past 
Jhe ancient now gold 
white lace curtain 
Frames 
by sunmagio 
perfectly 
the bound and structured hundred page 
Poet 1 s life 
and with silent bright clarity 
consoles his stammering failure. 
Nick Hilton 
THE NIGHT THEY BURNED DISNEYLAND 
OUtside Los Angeles, a gathering of bela 
monsters. 
The moon hung like a Calder toy. 
The press room desolate, desolute. 
Every radio in the world tuned to Radio 
Free Europe 
cracked and sputtered in static 
anticipation. Not a Jehova Witness was out 
soliciting salvation before 1972, not a Coty 
cosmetic 
manniquin. Not 
a girl scout or church 
bigot. 
The world a municiple auditorium minutes 
before performance. 
We waited & were rewarded 
when the voice of Hubert Humphrey grinned 
thru our 
speakers to proclaim that this was 
the night they burned disneyland down. 
Norman Weinstein 
Wallace Stevens Never Had It This Bad 
Sunday morning coffee lyricism 
how to exorcize 
my personal 
cruelitya sunday, & if the mass cult exorcisms 
cd, in any degree, move me, I wd, but ••• 
left with the 
images 
of extra personal 
bloodlettinga the victims of Daley 
1 s Chicago Johnsons Vietdam the Poliburo Pragues & what 
am I left with, within myself, that is 
any more viable, any less brutal 
in its implications? If I writes "angels scold us flying 
out of the range 
of our firebombs in Danung" 
have I 
done ANYTHING 
to end the war/ in myself, in you/ in all of us 
posturing to have overcome the diemna of the heat the heat 
the heat at Johnson, at Thurmonda barks, cold 
metallic killer barks fill that sweet juice cup 
thats what it is, the sweet 
cup of Alabama., that urinal 
we bad boys up north piss into with our political 
romanticism a 
I dont know, I writea "Love one another as I 
have been incapable 
of loving you. " what 
the hell does that say, Life, life, o life the kid in Biafra 
wrote on the shovel with the exuberant disgust that only 
a slow death can germinate into, an ADULT tragedy 
I know 
this mucha let poems by cameras of disgust until, 
until 
they can find the new PLACE of celebration/ heat melts 
into the bones my head a cage 
of superficial 
animals lies, taught at the crib, there where 
the crime began/ caffeine reverence/ nerve wisdom even then. 
Norman Weinstein 
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WHATEVER THE EY£ 
IWIIO GRASP IT I 
l'H&.OSOPHY IN THE 
BOUDOIR' AND A 
PINT OF GIN 
Please 
~ 
ALL ENERGY WASTED ON HALF MEASURES STitENGTH- .I 
ENS THE TYRANNICAL GRIP OF THE OLD .J:tEGIME . 
·-· -, 
BUT TOTAL REPRESS!al{_ CREATES 
A LAN~E OF TOTAL DISSENT 
Editorial: 
Little Richard's Almanac 
Ten days ago, the Dean ordered a student, who shall 
remain nameless, to change rooms for unstated reasons. 
The Dean's action was in clear violation of the American 
Association of Colleges Joint Statement of Rights and Free-
dom of Students, approved by the Board of Trustees in the 
spring semester of 1968. In this statement there is a sec-
tion which basicly states that--in all situations a student 
must be,informed of the charges brought against him and 
be given fair opportunity to confront his accusers and de-
fend himself. Clearly the Dean ignored this section. 
Three days ago, after several conferences about student 
rights with Bruce Lieberman, Chairman of the Student Se~ 
ate, the Dean added havoc to tile situation by ordering the 
student to evacuate his room by a 11:30 deadline Friday 
morning or his belongings would be removed by Band G. 
Cover by Jeff Wilde NO/EMBER! 
Bruce Lieberman let it be known to a few faculty mem-
bers that the students were to use physical violence if 
Band G or anyone else tried to move the students belong-
ings. 
feiffer 
11-10 
The Dean got the message and rescinded his order. He 
suspended the student instead, until such time as he change( 
rooms or till the Community Advisory Board meets and 
settles the issue. The student is still suspended and the 
<:bmmunity Advisory Board is about to meet. It cannot in 
just conscious uphold the Dean's decision unless those 
students who haw made the charge come into the open, 
(It is doubtful that they will, now that the campus's attentior 
is focused on the situation) and the Dean states his charges. 
But, such is the price that must be paid in order t·o safe-
guard the community against Kafkaesque fates for students 
who are punished for unknown crimes and by unknown ac-
cusers. 
The irony of the situation is that the decision to change 
someone' s room in an attempt to control his behavior will 
only change the characters in the play. 
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LE'rtERSI tlxToR 
To the Editor: 
Thanks so much for publishing Miss 
Kocdt ' s much-·needed ORGASMic article 
t111d those stimulating True Confessions 
on the same subject from Anonymous and 
Miss KuliG;. The Observe r is to be commended 
on 'the · good tuste, sensitivity and unprece-
dented journalis tic courage it displayed in 
dealing with this vital campus issue. 
I have only one small complaint to register. 
After reading the article seven tim es , with 
the utmost diligence and a sweaty palm, I 
still don't know where to aim ~ 
Let's hope the new Social Regu lations 
help Bard's frigid females and inept 
luales out of their current sexual confusions . 
A clito ral eliP'lax in every bed c 
Jeff Newman 
To the Editor• 
Educational Policies Committee 
will soon begin its ritual of dist-
ributing faculty evaluation forms, 
For the first time since my coming 
to Bard, I cannot in all good faith, 
complete these forms, E.P.c.•s hes-
itance to investigate Senate's mot-
ion for a possible change in the grad· 
ing system (proposed by Roger Kessler 
exemplifies the attitude and rel~tive 
position of this body, 
I also propose that E.P.C, con-
duct regular "open meetings," 1n 
order for the community to keep betteJ 
informed about the Committee's act-
ivities. Hopefully, elements of the 
faculty could be persuaded to attend 
these open meetings, 
I have yet to witness any con-
crete results arising from faculty 
evaluations, If, in fact, this E.P.C, 
"ritualistic tradition" has brought 
results, I wish the Bard Community 
would be informed of such progress, 
As Mrs, Domand1 and others have so 
often asserted, let theattentions of 
the Bard Community turn from an em-
phasis placed upon the reform of soc-
ial regulations to the real purpose 
of our four-year existence at Bard-
education! 
When I was a member of E.P.C,, 
I proposed an increase in membership 
from two to four representatives from 
each department, Again, I make this 
suggestion. An increase would allow 
for the active participation of . more 
interested students in the area of 
educational pol1o1es, In addition, 
I propose that the chairman of this 
Committee be chosen by community-
wide vote1 a position as important 
as this should not be decided upon 
by a few, even though they are them-
selves, duly elected representatives, 
Though for the most, the com-
munity is not aware of this, concerned 
students within the Sociology Depart-
ment are presently formulating their 
own faculty-course evaluation forms. 
r-iould hope that this direction might 
be followed by concerned students with· 
n the other departments. If all stud-
nts within all departments were to 
orm temporary groups to formulate 
heir own evaluations, compile the 
esults, and engage in constructive 
ommunioation with the faculty concern-
i, the burdening job of overall eval-
>tions could be lifted from E.P c., 
)W can this body be expected to deal 
lth the overall major academic prob-
ems (grading system, need for addit-
)nal courses and faculty, high level 
freshman transfers, etc,) when they 
e burdened-down each semester with 
3.perwork?" Instead of complaining 
bout academic irregularities of Bard, 
et us as organized departmental groups 
·s our attention on problems 1nher-
lithin each separate department -
a~lenging the wrongs, strengthening 
e rights. Allow E.P.c. the chance to 
velop into a respected and important 
gment of the Bard educational process, 
Alan Koehler 
L 
/ 
CLANCY 
lL 
/ 
by Charlie Clancy 
A short while ago the Observer ran an editor-
ial on the subject of the filling out of Criteria 
Sheets. The gist of it was, that the "Comments 
sections of the crite sheets was being relatively 
neglected by an alarming percentage ct the facul-
ty. According to a hallowed Bard myth, the writ-
ten comments on the crite sheets allegedly con-
stitute the major appraisal of a student's prot-
gross. If this myth is not part of our practicing 
ideology, then it is air ight to ignore the com·-
ments, but if it is one of our sacred principles, 
then any lack of commitment arthe part of the 
faculty is inexcusable. It ought also to be noted 
that the Observer timed its editorial on this sub-
ject such that it would immediately preeecd the 
mid.:_term period. That is, the Observer made a 
timely and constructive . rell).inder. 
Mid-terms now being past, the fruits of the 
Observer's remarks are becoming apparent. 
Even granting that satisfaction rarely produces tbi 
level of vocal comment which dissatisfaction does, 
the status guo seems to have survived in tact. 
Not only do students complain that they know only 
that their course progress is "B" or "C-", some I 
have even been overheard to remark that they 
would like to know how they did in so-and-so's 
class, although they never expect to get any crite 
sheets from him at a!TThe usual level of sloth 
is bad enough, but by anyone's standards such a 
complete cop-out is intolerable. And if this is 
not enough, please consider the all too frequent 
inst;~e where a student receives a crite sheet 
from a professor where the "Adviser" blank is 
checked, but the "Comments" section is left 
blank. 
Lest anyone think that I am bad-mouthing the 
Faculty as a whole I want to make it quite clear 
that this is not the case. But by the same token, 
lest any think that I am talking at a level of gener-
ality which is above indicting offending individuals 
this is also not the case . It is clear to all that 
many faculty members are not taking the crite 
sheets seriously enough. This situation must not 
continue. 
What the crite sheet problem points to, but on 
a more fundamental level, is a probem of laxity 
of commitment on the part of the Faculty. Other 
evidence which suggests a significant degree of 
generality to this situation was furnished by a re-
cent E. P. C. Faculty self-evaluation. This eval-
uation was conducted for the purposes of gi"ing 
the Faculty an opportunity for self-evaluation and 
to provide E. P. C. with additional data for the 
course evaluations. Fractionally better than one 
half of the Faculty members even bothered to re-
ply, and of those who did,several seemed more 
intent on m aking a mockery of the proceeding 
than upon making it as constructive as possible. 
Thus far we 'have only considered the aspects 
of this problem which derive from the Faculty di-
rectly. But this is not all there is to it. For 
anyone other than those students who are new to 
Bard thi s semester, this fall's crite sheets no 
doubt came as somewhat of a shock. In the past 
the crite sheets have assumed one of two differ-
ent formats . Both ofthese other formats were 
more conducive to the communication of one's 
scholastic progress than the new one adopted over 
the summer. Furthermore, and I speak now as a 
veteran member of E . P. C., at no time was E. P. 
C. informed of, let alone asked to participate in 
or comment upon, this change . We students were 
unconditionally left out c:f this decision. An ob-
viously counter-productive policy was instituted 
without our participation, although it is we and 
only we who are subject to its ill effects. Hence , 
it is obvious that at some level the administra-
tion has lent its support, either by chance or de-
sign, to aggravating the already insufficient com-
munication between the Faculty and the student 
body. 
According to the decision-making structure at 
Bard, the Faculty functionally re igns supreme on 
the subject of academic policy. With certain r e -
asonable qualifications I would tlend to support thi: 
delegation of authority. But with this authority 
comes the duty use this powe r with good judgment 
~md for constructive purposes . This power does 
not give license for inactivity and unshakable 
complacency, rather it requires sustained action 
in pursuit of the best possible academic structure 
and practice. Added to this fact is the Adminis-
tration's necessary commitment to academic de-
velopment, a commitment which, if concientious-
ly honored, would preclude such clerical insults 
as the new crite sheets. 
;\n overhaul of Bard's ac ademic situation is 
clearly in order. It is imperative that the prac-
tices be made to conform much more closely to 
the theories. The ev idence seems to indicate 
that if this is to be done, ~ must do it. We 
have no greater responsibility to ourselves as 
students than to rid Bard of its disfunctioning and 
irresponsible ambival ence regarding academic 
policy and practice. This will require an awaken-
ing on the parts of the Thculty and the Administra-
tion. Edmund Burke said, all that is needed for 
evil to triumph is for good men to remain silent. 
With slight rephrasing this thought can be more 
suitable to our present discussion. Why do you 
all remain so silent? 
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Menus 
Saturday, 11/ 'j' --Breakfast: Grapefruit juice, apricot -!JlCtar, pineapple tidbits, oatmeal, cold cereal, 
poached eggs on toast, waffles/cherry preserves. Lunch: Beef noodle soup, spanish omelet, hanburger 
deluxe, fr. fried potatoes, buttered carrots, garden salad pear cinnamon, fruit aspic cottage cheese, gelatin 
cubes, butterscotch pudding, fresh fruit, breads. Dinner: Baked cornish game hen, swiss steak, baked 
potato, Italia n green beans, shredded lettuce, sliced egg, cottage che es e, bana na coconut salas, cranberry 
salad, devils food cake, ice cream, gelatin cubes , breads. 
Sunday, 11/ IC --Brunch: Tomato juice, orange juice, sliced peaches, cream of wheat, cold cereal, 
scrambled eggs, hot oakes/can. bacon, pastry chicken rice soup pizza pie, buttered broccoli spears, 
browned potatoes, health silad, cottage cheese/mandarin orange, stuffed pear, sliced tomato, fruit , 
cookies, gelatin cubes , breads. Dinner: Pot roast gravy, cixie style chicken breasts, orange glazed sweet 
potatoes, buttered mixed vcgs., harvard beets, tossed G-. salad/1000 Is. Dr., cottage cheese, pineapple 
date marshmallow, j ellied fruit, lady b altimore c ake cocnut pudding, gelatin cubes, breads. 
Monday, 11 / J I-- Breakfast: ·Blended juice, apple juice, stewed apricots, whcatena, cold cereal, hard cooked 
eggs, Fr. toast/maple !'l'y., pastry. Lunch: Onion soup, hot roast beef sand., shrimp chow mein/cri~p 
noodles, brown rice, buttered spincah, shredded lettuce, egg and olive salad, moldy bing cherry, frmt salad, 
cramberry crunch, chocolate pudding, gelatin cubes, breads. Dinner: Baked Halibut/lemon but., veal cutlet 
Jtalicnne , paprika potatoes, butte red peas and carrots, stewed tomatoes, tossed salad, cole slaw, :Adiron-
dack salad, cottage cheese, gresh fruit aspic, relish plate III, caramel pudding gelatin cubes, blueberry 
pie, rolls. 
Tuesday, ll/ C;(_--Breakfast: Orange juice, grape juice, bananas, oatmeal, cold cereal, fried ~ggs, waffl~s/ 
m aple Sy., sausage links, donuts. Lunch: Vegetable soup, turkey croquettes/ gravy, sloppy JOe, Fr. fnes , 
buttered m ixed vegs., hearts of Romaine , apricot and cottage cheese, orange and stuffed date, waldorf 
s alad, lemon sponge pudding, cherry squares, fresh fruit, breads. Dinner: Cottage ham/raisin sauc., 
sauteed live r, potatoes au gratin , sliced buttered zucchini squash, M:exican corn, mixed veg. salad, 
pic kled bee ts, tomato and cottage cheese, tropic al fruit salad, pear/ cr. cheese , western cheese cake, 
cherry cobbler , gelatin cubes, rolls. 
Wednesday, U/ tl--Breakfast: Blended juice, apricot nectar, pear halves, cream of wheat, cold cereals, 
omelet, hotcakes / maple Sy., pastry. Lunch: Navy bean soup, macaroni beef tomat?, buttered peas, texas 
tommy, tossed green salad, chinese cabbage salad, cottage cheese, strawberry aspic, . celery stuffed, 
apple streusel, gelatin cubes, congo bars breads. Dinner: Chicken pot pie, roast beet~ baked potato, 
buttered green beans, country style cabb age, head lettuce, tangy potato salad, cottage cheese, black-eyed 
susan, orange ambros ia, tapioca pudding, chocolate cake, rolls. 
Thursday, 11/1:4:--Breakfast: Orange juice, pineapple juice , citrus sections, wheatena, cold cereal, poached 
eggs on toast, Fr. toast/powdered sugar/maple sy., broiled bacon, corn muffins. Lunch: Pea soup, corn 
beef hash patties, chili con ca rne, buttered rice, buttered asparagus, deviled egg salad, pineapple cottage 
cheese, shredded lettuce, jellied fruit, relish plate IV, ice cream, hermits gelatin cubes, breads. 
Dinner: Fresh brisket of beef, roast leg of lamb/ mint jelly, whipped potatoes , hot spiced beets, brussel 
sprouts, garden salad, adirondack salad, vegetable cottage cheese, banana, Cr. cheese and pear, strawberry 
bavarian, gelatin cubes, apple pie, rolls. 
Friday, 11/ 15--Breakfast: Apple juice, V-8 juice stewed rhubarb, oatmeal, cold cereal scrambled eggs, 
waffles/maple sy., pastry. Lunch: Cream of tomato soup, hot roast port sand., salmon cakes /pea sauce, 
buttered succotash, buttered cauliflower, tossed salad, cottage cheese salad, cucumbers in sour cream, rice 
pudding, gelatin cubes,fresh fruit, breads. Dinner: Meat loaf/ gravy, baked haddock, potato puffs,_ pa_rslied 
wax beans, carrots vichy, hearts of Romaine, sl. egg salad, cottage cheese and Gr. pepper nng, Jelhed 
fruit, gelatin cubes, spice cake, fruit cup, rolls. 
